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MAX WEBER ON THE SOCIOLOGY OF THE
FEUDAL ORDER

Maurice Zeitlin

Political sociologists have tended to neglect the study of the pre-
capitalist state and have therefore missed insights which might
he provided thereby for the analysis of the present. Max Weber,

who laid the foundation for much of our theory of political sociology,
was a serious student of pre-capitalist societies. Clarity concerning
the way in which he analysed the feudal order can be of help to us
in our analyses of contemporary society. Therefore, I have tried here
to present systematically the analysis of the feudal order contained
in his writings. I
Max. Weber's constant concern in the characterisation and under-

standing of any social structure was with the locus of control of its
material means of political power. Feudalism is therefore, in his view,
a society in which the ruling class holds power by possessing fiefs-
territories within which its members appropriate political and
juridical rights, achieving this by their independent means of
administration, both fiscal and military. Now, to be meaningful, this
statement must be elaborated so as to show how Weber's concept
of feudalism is related to other of his concepts of political authority.
In the sphere of 'traditional' authority, leaders or chiefs are guided

by their own personal power and by given legal norms or precedents,
Their authority is held ou behalf of the group as a whole and is not
freely appropriated. So that this shall be maintained, it is crucial that
there be no administrative staff over which the individual in authority
has personal control. 'Those subject to authority are hence still
members of the group and not "subjects"." Now, once a separation
berween ruler and ruled develops, once the chief has acquired his
own administrative staff, and especially a military force at his
disposal, the traditional authority structure breaks down and is
replaced by authority resting primarily on appropriation of the means
of violence-'patrimonialism.' The chief may then put his political
control to economic use and buttress his position through the
possession of slaves, coloni, conscripted subjects, or mercenaries and
bodyguards.
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If, on the other hand, these powers and their corresponding

economic advantages become diffused through a distinct social group
occupying a well-defined common set of privileges, or these powers
are appropriated by individuals 'for life, on a hereditary basis, or as
free property,' then we have what Weber calls 'decentralized
patrimonialism.' The chief's rule is now limited by his inability to
choose his fellow rulers and administrative staff, because the costs
of administration are now met by the appropriators from 'means
which are not distinguishable from their personal property.' Thus,
unlike 'pure' patrimonialism wherein the power of the individual in
authority is liroited by his lack of the material means of carrying out
his functions, in decentralised patrimonialism 'a particular social
group or certain individuals have control of at least part of these
means of administration.'

This was true of the feudal knight, who provided his own equipment,
and of the count, who by virtue of holding his fief took the court fees and
other perquisites for himself and met his obligations to his superior lord
from his own means" in which these appropriated sources of income over
which he had full control were included."
Weber places feudalism within this sphere of decentralised patri-
monial authority.
The mode of support of the retainer distinguishes feudalism from

all forms of patrimonialism. In the feudal order the rulers are
primarily supported by fiefs-i.e., sets of governing powers granted
to particular individuals by a contract. The reciprocal rights and
duties involved are usually controlled and stabilised by a conven-
tional standard of military honour belonging to a distinctive status-
group or class. In a subordinate 'class status' position are those
individuals who (whether from inertia fed by tradition or, more likely,
from application of coercive power 'in the hands of the possessors
of military fiefs') are compelled, since they are to a large extent
defenceless, to be subservient to the political authority of the ruling
class. The right to rule is therefore a class right granted as are other
rights in the feudal order-within the ruling class system of feudal
grants.

Powers over the individual budgetary unit, including domains, slaves,
and serfs, the fiscal rights of the political group to the receipt of taxes and
contributions, and specifically political powers of jurisdiction and compulsion
to military service-thus powers over free men-are all objects of feudal
grants in the same way."

The ruling class, through its appropriation of the means of
administration-the means of military violence-has power over the
class deprived of these means; and that class-the peasantry-is the
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basis upon which the ruling class exists through appropriating its
products.
The feudal ruling class develops standards of honour which are

related to feudal military education. The game is one of the principal
forms of feudal education. It encourages the development of military
ideals of fair-play and at the same time not only inculcates these
military ideals, but also imparts the ability to handle weapons skill-
fully and to learn the fine arts of war. It develops an anti-rational
and anti-utilitarian ideology wherein the game is both a means of
military education and a source of the feudal Weltanschauung, both
a means of self-expression and a moulder of aristocratic sentiment.
The feudal lord and knight scoff at the bourgeois and peasant. Pomp,
circumstance and social display provide a weapon in the struggle
for power, bolstering feudal position and prestige. Neither the
bourgeois attitude toward consumption, nor the bourgeois contract
can be understood. For the feudal warrior, a contract involves almost
filial devotion and intense loyalty to the lord; it is not merely a
contract, it is also duty. Each lord enjoys a cult of the individual.
Here the feudal ideology contrasts with the patrimonial wherein

emphasis is on the 'god-king' or 'father' who is the central ruler
to whom all direct their cult of loyalty. There are not loyalties; there
is only (one) loyalty. Emphasis within the patrimonial ideology is not
on the warrior, but on the skilled administrator. Education is directed
toward the development of administrative skills.'

If the patrimonial class develops a real concern for the tenants and
domains in its control, this contrasts with the anti-utilitarian, anti-
rational ideology of the feudal ruling class, wherein little attention
is paid to the tenants unless it involves economic survival. The
patrimonial administrator's expression of loyalty lies in filling the
central public treasury. He is at once ruler and ruled. Thus his
personal dependence is sharply contrasted with the feudal indepen-
dent landed-aristocratic warrior. If decentralised patrimonialism-
based on the usurpation by free men of political powers-seems to
approach the feudal ideology, it differs profoundly in the fact that
feudalism emphasises martial values which are inseparable from the
ruling aristocracy's code of social honour."
But it seems that paradigms of such systems are easier to construct

at the ideological level than at the structural. For patrimonial and
feudal rule merge at certain points; especially where territorial rights
are either granted or appropriated within patrimonialism, or a high
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degree of centralisation develops within feudalism.' Similarly, there
is a continuum berween the benefice and the fief. In the fief, the
decisive fact is that 'governing powers and the associated advantages
are treated as private rights,' whereas benefices cannot be inherited
and, early in the Middle Ages at least, usually reverted to the ruler
upon the incumbent's death. They involve primarily financial
advantages, e.g., income from domains, and taxes. Fiefs, in contrast,
are the 'legal basis for the privileged class position of those appro-
priating them/ and, unlike provision from gifts or booty, involve
a settled relation to the economic structure." The fief is, then, a
complex of these elements integrated with the economic structure:
a set of appropriated governing powers, freely granted by contract,
tv member of a special privileged class of freemen with reciprocal
obligations.
It contrasts with the benefice since it is not granted according to

the income it yields and can therefore not act as reward for services
rendered, or involve the possibility of promotion. It is primarily a
contract of personal loyalty and not merely, as is the benefice, a con-
venient arrangement within a system of financing which involves a
life-long payment to the incumbent for his real or presumed services.
The fief-holder is always responsible for the costs of administration.
Benefices, on the other hand, can often be appropriated as private
property and can be inherited, so that the legal distinction berween
them disappears and ouly the social distinction remains, i.e., the
origin of the benefice is remembered. The fief and the benefice are,
then, historical variants of each other, as are also the feudalisms
which originate out of them.
For feudalism may originate either where fiefs are the basis for

provision of the needs of a political group on the basis of a natural
economy, or where benefices, originally part of the organisation of
finance on a money basis, are transformed into fiefs. Weber thus
carefully distingnishes two types of feudalism which are 'connected
by gradual imperceptible transitions.'

Briefly, then, in the feudal order class rule is mediated through a
hierarchical arrangement of fiefs, territories within which ruling class
members appropriate political and juridical rights and possess their
own independent means of administration-both the fiscal ones and
the means of violence. These rulers in actual practice, i.e., whether
legally recognized or not, are free men and not bound to a
dependent relationship (whether for fiscal or military reasons) with
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a patrimonial ruler. They possess their rights as hereditary property.
Now, Weber did make limited reference to feudal economic

relations,' but his primary concern was with the political and
administrative structures. Yet, it may be seen that his approach to
the feudal political structure closely parallels Marx's approach to
the economic structure. Thus Marx referred to scattered productive
units within which there obtains a limited division of labour; Weber
to scattered fiefs (and/or benefices) upon which the feudal ruling class
is supported. Marx referred to the 'petty' productive system in which
the means of production are owned by the direct producers; Weber
to the development of a body of armed warriors who possess their
own means of violence and administration.
The formulations of each concerning a hierarchical system of

ranked feudal lords and armed warriors associated with them who
appropriate political and economic prerogatives are almost identical.
If Marx referred to the appropriation of peasants' surplus labour
(,extra-economic coercion'), Weber, on the other hand, saw the feudal
ruling class appropriating the political rights of the peasantry.

University of California,
Berkeley, California,
U.S.A.

I Let it be clear at the outset that this essay is an attempt to succinctly
present the views of Weber, i.e., what is presented here should not be
considered factual statements (necessarily) about feudalism itself. The mode
of analysis is important here.

2 Theory of Social and Economic Organization, Glencoe, 1947, P·34.
This source contains most of Weber's thinking on feudalism available in
English; see also General Economic History, New York, 1927, which has
a different emphasis; and Law in Economy and Society (Ed. Rheinstein),
Cambridge, 1954.

3 Theory, p. 350

4. Theory, pp. 375-76.

5 Priestly education in the ancient Near East, and in medieval Europe,
the secular legal education of late medieval Europe and the education of
the Chinese literati-the Mandarins.

6 I am indebted to Reinhard Bendix for his aid in clarifying for me
Weber's conception of the feudal ideology. See, in this connection, his Max
lt7eber: An Intellectual Portrait, New York, 1960.
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7 Or, as in Turkey, where on the one hand the ruler had his own

personally dependent troops, the Janissaries, and on the other a quasi-
feudal class of benefice holders which developed out of the cavalry, it is
possible to see simultaneously coexisting elements of both systems.

S Theory, p. 368.

\ 9 See General Economic History, especially pp. 51 and 72.
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